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INT. BEDROOM NIGHT

black screen.

we hear a beep and a boot up noise.

A holographic interface opens up that dimly illuminates the
front of a headset facing straight into the camera, a high
pitched whirring comes from the headset.

As the camera tracks backwards the person wearing the
headset makes minute but sharp movements with their head as
they react to the interface.

The camera continues to track backwards to reveal the person
sitting alone in their bedroom. 

They continue to make minute twitchy movements with their
head but their body is motionless with their hands on their
lap. We see bokeh from the city skyline in the window behind
them.

The camera gently slows to a stop.

INT. OFFICE DAY

Cut to identically composed shot but in an office.

Camera resumes tracking backwards to reveal colleagues sat
on either side of the person with simliar or identical
headsets not saying a word, just twitching and reacting to
the headsets and their FEEDS in the same way.

(FEEDS,name of headset? animals? Make people seem feral)7

 

EXT. FUTURISTIC CITY DAY

Cut to shots of the city skyline.

There is an obvious heirarchal divide between the old and
modern city areas.

The streets are empty as everyone is indoors. 

Cut to wide angle shot of an empty street.

Cut to a low angle cropped shot with pillars partially
blocking view of the bottom of an old building in the old
zone of the city. 



2.

EXT - DAY - ESTATE BLOCK      

BOUJ is packing away some boxes back onto a trolley speaker
is playing music quietly in the background, AVE is leaning
against the wall playing with the rings on her fingers. ETON
comes down the stairway.

            ETON
Yo FUCK the feed. Literally my
parents are zombies.

BOUJ
Did you establish the connection?

ETON
Yeah Yeah, that's 2 out of 3 down.

AVE
Can we go and get the third one
already?

BOUJ
Ite, Chill out, we'll get there.

ETON
Let's bring Romeo back to Juliet.
        

     Establishing shots of them as they walk across the
derelict streets.

ETON and AVE are having a conversation while walking, BOUJ
is not involved pushing the trolley from behind.

ETON
How's your brother?

AVE
(doesnt respond)

ETON
It's for people like your brother I
do this for, we're cutting off the
feeds so people will come back to
reality.

AVE
I'm just worried that SISO will
retaliate one day and we will never
have achieved anything purposeful.

Moment of silence, they consider their thoughts.
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BOUJ
(from behind)

Guys, who the fuck is that? No one
should be out at this time, RUSH
HOUR is in 4 hours.

The three characters hide behind the closest pillar/Block.

A strange character ponders through the empty streets,
looking around, perching, searching a cardboard box. looking
through windows in the distance 50 to 135mm.

They look at eachother and instantly know they need to
follow him.

We follow the strange man through a montage, perspectives
from inside windows and inside bushes until we see him
approach an apartment building which he enters, the door
closes behind him

ETON approaches the door moments after the strange man walks
in and hacks the door with his phone, the others follow.

EXT. STRANGE MAN'S PLACE

Camera pans from top of the grand tower down to the entrance
of the building.the tower seems to be somewhere inbetween
the future and old city. The three enter.

INT. STRANGE MAN'S PLACE

The lobby is empty,. a zoomed shot of the front desk shows a
person with a headset on staring into the air. The three
sneak under the desk comically, (maybe one slides,one rolls
and the other tries to follow and flops).

They enter an elevator, the camera points up in the elevator
showing the ceiling and the three from below.

Their expressions show nervousness and curiousity.

BOUJ
Weird place huh? 

They reach the penthouse. They walk in and marvel at the
interior. The camera follow them as they walk through the
corridor

BOUJ
RAHHHH look at this PALACE! 

They enter into the lounge and the

The strange man enters from the door on the side holding a
piece of toast and a plate in the other hand.
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STRANGE MAN
WHO ARE YOU?

STRANGE MAN places his toast down calmly and slowly.

His gaze fixates on them

STRANGE MAN
I like your coat.

AVE
What are you doing walking around
with a headset?

STRANGE MAN
You're with PURGE. You want to
shutdown the FEED dont't you?

ETON
Man's got brains.

STRANGE MAN throws his toast 

STRANGE MAN
You know I won't let you shut the
FEED down.

BOUJ
You can't stop us we are too big
for you!

STRANGE MAN
I led you here.

The three glance at each other confused.

STRANGE MAN
Do you really think that everyone
can live without the FEED? Say
everyone was released, how on Earth
would they be able to survive in
this world? They wouldn't know how
to even exist! 

AVE
What are you talking about!? Don't
you have family!?

STRANGE MAN
But I don't want them to live in a
world they do not understand. Think
about it YOU only live to shutdown
the FEED but what will YOU do after
that?
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ETON
I'm not sure I believe a thing he
says he sounds absolutely mad
[get's cut off]

STRANGE MAN
This world is automated and will
continue[get's cut off]

AVE
Life is not just an occurence. WE
ARE NOT SLAVES! 

Lights turn off in the room and turn back on and the strange
man is gone, everyone is in different random positions.
Random words they say are glitching and looping. Same
happens again snappily. CUT TO BLACK. Cuts to few frames of
footage looping and a pixel sort effect increases. This
footage is actually on the outside of a headset which pulls
away from the screen [THIS SHOT IS ACTUALLY A CONTINUATION
OF THE SHOT OF ME.

FIN.
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